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Death of
athletics?
Aaron Walling
Sun Star

Solar storm lights up the sky
The aurora dances across the sky on the morning of September 2. The aurora were visable relatively early this year due to
a class G1 solar storm and extremely clear weather. Check out next week’s article and learn how to shoot your own aurora
photos! - Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Tough choices loom:
UA President hosts Strategic Pathways forum
Erin Granger
Sun Star

On the anniversary of start of
his presidency, University of Alaska
President Jim Johnsen once again
took the stage to discuss Strategic
Pathways and the future of the UA
system as a whole at a
public forum held on
Thursday, Sept 1 in the
Wood Center Ballroom.
Students, staff, faculty
and community members
gathered en masse to
hear potential updates
on the progress of a plan
to address the university
and state’s substantial
budgetar y issues, a
p l a n wh i ch c a u s e d
significant outcry upon its
original announcement
in the spring semester of 2016.
The forum began with an
introduction of President Johnsen
provided by recently appointed
Interim Chancellor Dana Thomas.
Thomas emphasized the
importance of gathering public

feedback and input in the process of
trimming down state and university
spending to match a limited budget.
“ J i m ’s p a s s i o n f o r b o t h
higher education and economic
opportunity is illustrated by his
long history of service in both
of those areas,” Thomas said.
Following Chancellor Thomas’

between three central factors; the
great opportunities provided by the
University of Alaska and the state,
the significant and yet continuously
unmet needs for higher education in
Alaska and the ongoing budget cuts
being handed down by the legislature.
Johnsen advised to batten down
the hatches as the university took a 14
percent budget cut in the
2016 fiscal year, the
third year of cuts in a
row, with notice from
the governor’s office
of another potential
10 percent reduction
within the next year.
Based on recent
rates of high school
and college drop
outs, students leaving
Alaska to attend
college elsewhere
and the UA’s own graduation
rates, Johnsen predicted, that
within six years only five out of
100 Alaska students will graduate.

"For the last forty years, we’ve been
literally swimming in oil money with
only a few bumps along the way. But
that era is passing and we have to do
all we can to create a future for our
university and for our state.”
- Jim Johnsen, UA President
introduction, President Johnsen
provided his thoughts and concerns
about the university, as well aspects of
the state, university and high education
he finds to be most important.
In his remarks, Johnsen placed key
focus on the complicated relationship

Continued “Strategic Pathways”
pg. 3

Tuition hiked for engineering students
Katie Stark

Staff Writer

The University of Alaska
Fairbanks imposed a 20 percent
tuition increase in addition to
regular fees on the students
of the College of Engineering
and Mines in February 2016.
The increase, commonly called
“differential tuition,” was already
enacted for students of the School
of Management several years ago.
Some students believe these
costs will hurt more than help
the university in the long run.
“We’re still cheaper than a lot
of schools of similar quality,” Arsh
Chauhan, a computer science major
said. “But if we keep using that as an

Tweet us! @ uafsunstar

excuse to increase tuition we may be
driving away future students who may
choose UAF due to the cost benefit.”
Despite the initial negative
reaction that higher tuition could
cause among students, Douglas
Goering, dean of College of
Engineering and Mines (CEM) says
there are several reasons why CEM
chose to enact differential tuition.
“Both business and engineering
are more expensive subjects to
teach to students than liberal arts,
sciences or even math,” Goering said.
Engineering classes also tend
to have more labs and variety of
courses than other degrees, with the
additional expense of lab equipment,
teacher’s assistants, and machine shop
maintenance, according to Goering.

“This reason makes sense for
engineering departments who need to
spend a lot of money every few years
for refreshing their various labs, but
I think it unfairly affects computer
science students who do not use those
facilities,” Chauhan said. “Even
though we have a lab, this new money
does not affect the Computer Science
Department since they had enough
to do a refresh every three years.”
In anticipation of the added
tuition, CEM has made an effort to
find more scholarship opportunities.
Goering claims that due to these
efforts engineering students actually
pay less than liberal arts students.
Continued “Engineering tuition”
pg. 6
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University of Alaska President
Jim Johnsen was poised at the
Strategic Pathways forum Sept. 1,
as individuals with questions about
the future of athletics in the UA
system poured in. Veterans of UAF
athletics were in attendance, as
well as the entire hockey and rifle
teams. Though Johnsen didn’t evade
answering, the issue remains at the
center of a heated debate in the state.
“I think whenever you try cut
any kind of program it is a big
deal,” District Three Representative
Tammie Wilson said. “Some of
the conversations that we had
this last year were [making other
cuts] versus cutting the sports.”
UAA and UAF’s athletics budget
totals over $16 million, with about
$8.5 million coming from the state
budget. Both programs overspend
this amount, resulting in a shortfall
of about $189 thousand. Some
or all athletics programs could be
facing their end under proposed
cuts, leaving student athletes like
Martha Hood uncertain about
the future of their programs.
“There are solid statistics behind
the graduation success of student
athletes and their contributions
to the communities where they
at t e n d c o l l e g e, ” H o o d s a i d .
UAF Athletics has had three
straight years of budget cuts, with
another $400 thousand being cut
this year. These reductions have
begun to affect sporting events; the
yearly Flint Hills Resources Alaska
Nanook Classic was cut this year in
favor of a less expensive volleyball
event not hosted in the state.
“We also learned that, for some of
the teams, we actually pay their bills
to fly up here,” Wilson said. “Which
I found that interesting cause I don’t
think anyone pays ours going down
that direction. How much can we
expect students, who don’t participate
in sports to pay to keep them going?”
The word “community” appeared
frequently in the questions and
answers at the forum. Student athletes
routinely visit schools and other
events where they interact with kids
in the Fairbanks community. These
activities might be gone if the UA
system and state legislature enact the
cuts currently under consideration.
“Any sport program cuts will
create a brain drain from our state
as students athletes will be forced
to leave Alaska,” Hood said. “I for
one am excited about earning my
degree in the community I plan
on working, however, my goals for
swimming would mean I would need
to attend a university outside of
Alaska with a strong swim program.”
One proposal calls for golf and
soccer being added to UAF, replacing
rifle and hockey, and bringing the
UA system’s programs closer to those
of other Great Northwest Athletic
Conference schools. In a school where
ice and snow dominate majority of
the school year, it begs the question
of whether these sports are viable in
Fairbanks. UAF Athletic Director
Gary Gray gave some ideas on
how it could work scheduling wise.
Continued “Athletics” pg. 3
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The public safety report is compiled from police blotter information and interviews with UAF police officers. Individuals
named as arrested and / or charged with crimes in this report are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Josh Hartman
Staff Writer

Agency Assist
8/14/2016 3:20 p.m. - UAFPD
responded to a man being disruptive
at the Geist Road McDonald’s.
The store’s manager trespassed
the man from the McDonald’s.
Afterward, the officer gave the

man a ride to the Immaculate
Conception Church for lunch.

flight took off. Police assisted in
delivering the wallet to the plane.

8/18/2016 12:58 a.m. - UAFPD
responded to an FPD Report
Every Drunk Driver Immediately
(REDDI) about a vehicle on Airport
Way. Officers made contact with
the man driving, who was trying
to get a wallet to his son before his

8/24/2016 7:21 a.m. - AST requested
help locating a man, reported to be
running in traffic on Geist Road.
A UAFPD officer made contact
with the man and he was given a
warning for disorderly conduct.

Criminal Trespass
8/16/2016 11:57 a.m. - UAFPD
responded to a report that an
intoxicated man was in the
Engineering building and refusing
to leave. They determined the
man was not intoxicated, however
EMS was contacted for medical
issues. The man was transported
away from the scene by ambulance.

Student government struggles with low involvement
Matt Mertes
Sun Star

Present: Benjamin Agimuk, Ivik
Henry, Diane Murph, Cordero Reid,
Ryan Cain, Joseph Degraft-Amanfu
Newly elected student body
President Colby Freel talked about
the opportunities and challenges
the current ASUAF administration
faces in the coming year. The issue
of student involvement was one
President Freel stressed the most.
“Some of the challenges that
[ASUAF] face is, low involvement
and apathy and us not getting the

SUN
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word out,” President Freel said.
ASUAF met Sunday Sept. 4,
the first time this semester to reach
quorum despite the lack of senators.
The union has been contending with
a number of vacant positions. Hanna
Witherington stepped down as Public
Relations Director, vacating the
position after a year and a half, and
vice president has been vacant since
the end of August when James Gilcrest
stepped down from the position.
Senator Ryan Cain encouraged
the senate to go to some of the
freshmen level classes to recruit for
the positions that the senate still
needs to fill, namely senate seats,

elections board, and vice president.
President Freel is confident that by the
end of the week the administration
should have a vice president.
“It’s important to remember
that when we’re speaking and
we’re working it’s not just for us,
but five thousand other people
we’re here for,” Freel said.
Senator Cordero Reid and
Joseph Degraft-Amanfu authored a
bill to help make the meetings more
accessible to senators and students.
The bill, which was approved, allows
the Senate to choose new locations
and times to make convenient to
meet for the senate. The Senate then
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rescheduled their meetings to 1:30
- 3 p.m. each Sunday in Room 202
of the Gruening building. This is
the first time in recent years a senate
changed bylaws in their first meeting.
A S UA F a p p o i n t e d Tay l o r
Morgan to the UAF Concert Board
by a unanimous vote. Morgan has a
self proclaimed passion for local art
and frequents many local musician’s
concerts in Alaska. She wishes to
help support more all ages shows and
wants to see live music available at
more than just bars. This will be her
second year on the concert board.

Letters to the Editor
The Sun Star welcomes
commentary from our readers!
Please include the author’s full
name and contact information
(phone, e-mail or address), as
well as a preferred title for your
piece. E-mail your letters to
editor@uafsunstar.com. Letters must
be received by 5 p.m. Friday
in order to be run in the next
issue. All letters are subject to
editing for brevity and grammar.

In recognition of the 70th
anniversary of independent
student journalism at UAF,
the Sun Star has amended
this year's volume number to
reflect the continuing legacy
of the Polar Star.
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Do we cut deep, or to the bone? Strategic
Though several options are on the table, substantial reductions to UA athletics seem to be inevitable.

Option One

Elimination of athletics

Option Two
Consortium model

Eliminate UAF or UAA
athletics, reducing required
UA funding by 2 to 3
percent. The remaining
program will handle
schedules and transport for
games against other teams
in the conference

Athletics continue with
reduced ﬁnding
Both schools play as one, with
UAF and UAA each hosting
diﬀerent sports.
Cut current athletic programs
from 23 to 10 plus.

Eliminate both the UAA
and UAF programs,
reducing required UA
funding by ﬁve percent.
This option would leave
Alaska the only state in the
U.S. without intercollegiate
athletics.

Option Three

Major changes to both programs
Both UAF and UAA switch to
the Great Northwest Athletic
Association model, where all
the teams compete in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division II.
UAA eliminates men’s and
women’s ski and gymnastics,
and replaces hockey with
men’s and women’s soccer.
UAF replaces 5 programs:
hockey, riﬂe, women’s
swimming and men’s and
women’s skiing are cut;
substituted for men’s and
women’s soccer, men’s and
women’s golf and men’s
and/or women’s track.

Infographic by Molly Putman / Layout Editor

Athletics
Continued from pg. 1
“Soccer would need to play
most of its home games early in
the season and finish the last few
weekends on the road,” Gray said.
“Golf would likely play all but one or
two of its competitions on the road.”
The Board of Regents and

Johnsen will continue to meet
over the coming months to discuss
Strategic Pathways changes. While
a recommendation is expected from
Johnsen in September, the regents may
choose a later timetable to enact cuts.
“The big question for the state
is, [is it] our responsibility of the

state to put money in to educate
students to offset their tuition. Versus
into sports, which is something that
for some that is really important,
but for me it is about making sure
that our students are educated and
are able to go into the workforce
and stay in Alaska,” Wilson said.

Pathways
Continued from pg. 1
“How do we meet these
tremendous needs while our budgets
are being cut?” Johnsen said. “For
the last forty years, we’ve been
literally swimming in oil money with
only a few bumps along the way.
But that era is passing and we have
to do all we can to create a future
for our university and for our state.”
After the hostile reaction to
the Strategic Pathways initiative
received from across the university
as well as the community upon its
original announcement last spring,
Johnsen emphasized in his remarks,
the need and desire for collaboration
with the public on this project.
“We have choices to make,”
Johnsen said. “And instead of
choosing to climb under the table and
wait for oil prices to climb back up
we’ve decided to actually be strategic
and try to figure out how best to make
decisions that build on strengths of
each one of our three universities.”
Johnsen mentioned multiple times
throughout his presentation not only
his willingness, but his eagerness to
hear any solid suggestions on where
to go next. He reiterated this decision
cannot and should not be made by
a small panel behind closed doors.
“We’re a public university and
we don’t get to do that,” Johnsen
said. “We shouldn’t do that.”
Johnsen’s pleas for teamwork
in solving this issue were met with
complaints from members of the
UAF community during the public
comments at the end of the forum.
Microphones were placed on each
side of the stage where members of
the public could wait to express their
thoughts on the matter, a line on the
left for athletics related comments
and a line on the right for academic
comments. Athletics was the subject of
the hour, however, with commenters
using both lines to express their
c o n c e r n s f o r t h e N a n o o k s.
“By the time I left high school, I
had to grades and scholarships offers
that I could have gone to MIT, but I
chose to attend UAF because in 1974
they started the women’s basketball
team,” said Diane Hutchison,
a Fairbanks Northstar Borough
Assembly members. “I stayed in
Fairbanks because of the connections
that I made in this community
through my athletics at UAF.”
H u tch i s o n’s
two
adult
children also attended UAF.
“Many of my employees are born
and raised Fairbanksans who attended
the university and decided to stay
and work here,” Steve Lundgren,
president and CEO of Denali State
Bank, said. “I am concerned that if
those programs are cut, the university
is going to lose community support
because you no longer have that
outreach to the community itself.”
While several strong arguments
were made in defense of
academics, the vast majority of
comments pertained to athletics,
illustrating the impact that UAF
sports has on the community.
Two more forums will be held later
in the month to discuss progress on
the Strategic Pathways initiative, one
at the University of Alaska Anchorage
on Sept. 8 and the second on Sept. 13
in Juneau. The Board of Regents will
then convene to discuss further steps.
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Party in the Park

Students enjoy the last of summer’s festivities

Kelly Eagan, an Outdoor Adventures employee, smiles for a
picture before rapelling down the Gruening building.
Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

UAF ROTC student Jake Mooty climbs over the edge of the
Gruening building, before checking the security of his
ropes. Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Free food was available for attendees. Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Two fencers duel in front of the arts building on Tuesday, Aug. 30 at Party in the Park. Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor
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Lecture Preview:
visiting scientists
discuss living
antifreeze
Josh Hartman
Staff Writer

Students walk through student organization tents on Aug. 30 during Party in the Park. Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

KSUA General Manager Alan Fearns (far right) plays music for party in the park while Kyle Jones (left) and Giana Alysius (right) compete in
KSUA’s pie eating contest. Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Christina Cheng and Art
Devries, scientists visiting UAF
from the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, are giving
several lectures on Sept. 6 and 7.
Their lectures will focus on the
arduous survival of fish in the Arctic.
“Number one, they’re outstanding
scientists that have made enormous
contributions to some aspect of
Biology,” Associate Professor Kristen
O’Brien, of Biology and Institute
of Arctic Biology (IAB) faculty, said
regarding the choice of Cheng and
Devries for the Irving-Scholander
Lecture. “It’s the icing on the cake
when we find outstanding scientists
who also conduct research in the
spirit of Irving and Scholander.”
Devries will explain how
antifreeze proteins keep polar
fishes alive on Sept. 6 from 2 - 3
p.m. in the Murie Auditorium.
“It’s a wonderful story about
how it is that these animals
can survive below the freezing
temperature of water,” O’Brien
said. “You’d be hearing [the story]
from the person who discovered it.”
Cheng, a professor in the School
of Integrative Biology, will present
the evolutionary adaptation of fish to
polar environments on Sept. 7 from
2 to 3 p.m. in the Murie Auditorium.
Cheng has been going to
McMurdo Station, Antartica since
1984, to identify the evolution of
antifreeze proteins in polar fishes.
Altogether, Devries, a professor in
the Department of Molecular and
Integrative Physiology, has spent
over 50 seasons in the Antarctic. He
has 185 publications on antifreeze
proteins, which he initially discovered.
Life Sciences Hour seminars are
given by scientists from UAF and
around the world on a wide range
of topics under the lens of Biology.
The IAB started the series in 1966
for faculty, students and the public.
“The seminar series is a great
way for students and anyone
interested in Biology to learn about
what’s happening at the cutting
edge of Biology — what the newest
discoveries are,” O’Brien said.
Every year since 1981 the IAB
and the Institute of Marine Science
sponsor the Laurence Irving and Per
Scholander Memorial Lecture to
honor Irving and Scholander for their
contributions to biological knowledge.
Ch en g and Dev ries were
also chosen to give an IrvingScholander lecture Sept. 7 from 6
- 7 p.m. in the Murie Auditorium
on how polar fish and their frigid
environments. The lecture is titled
“Not your Chevy’s antifreeze:
how polar fishes avoid freezing.”

Photo of the Week: Bax Bond
Congratulations to this week’s
Photo of the Week Winner Bax
Bond - please come to the Sun
Star office at 1 p.m. this Sunday,
Sept. 11 2016 in Constitution
Hall in room 305 to collect your
prize!
The Sun Star wants YOUR
photos! Post your pictures
throughout the week on
Facebook, Twitter or Instagram
under #UAFSunStar. If we pick
your photo it’ll be printed in the
paper and you’ll win great prizes!

Your ad
could be
here!
To sponsor next week’s
Photo of the Week, contact
Sarah Manriquez , Sun Star
advertising manager at
907-474-6043 or
ads@uafsunstar.com.
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Letters from
the Editor:
Education is
(literally) an
investment
Spencer Tordoff
Editor-in-Chief

State Higher Education Executive Officers Association

Engineering tuition
Continued from pg. 1
“There are more scholarship
opportunities in engineering than
there ever have been,” Goering
said. “Business has done the same.”
In a meeting earlier this year,

Goering met with a group of about 80
CEM students to talk about the benefits
and problems with the tuition change.
Goering illustrated in one graph
made by State Higher Education
Executive Officers Association,
that during the time period of any

recession experienced within the
US, tuition levels tend to spike.
Since Alaska is cur rently
confronting financial difficulty,
all UAF students will likely feel
some impact in terms of tuition
costs, according to Goering.

URSA isn't just for science
Josh Hartman
Staff Writer

UAF is a hotbed of student
research with 43 percent of
undergraduate students completing
a research, thesis or honors
project for the 2014 - 2015 year,
according to the UAF Facts and
Figures page. Organizations like
Underg raduate Research and
Scholarly Activity (URSA) work
toward increasing this percentage.
URSA helps students discover
what research they might want to
do and get funds for their project. It
is staffed by Director Trent Sutton
and Coordinator Kate Pendleton.
“There’s a lot of faculty on this
campus that are really committed to
helping students do research projects
or creative projects,” Pendleton said.
The requirements are having an
interest in doing research or a project,
being a student at UAF and being in
good standing. URSA grants are not
tied to GPA or major, nor do they
require a specific plan of action.
“All you need is an idea and
a mentor,” Sutton said. “If you
don’t have an idea, we’ll help you
figure one out. If you don’t have a
mentor, we’ll help you find one.”
One misconception about URSA
is that it is only for scientific research.
While the College of Natural Science
and Mathematics does have the most
students involved with URSA, the
College of Liberal Arts has the second
most making up about 40 percent
of URSA students and the College

of Mines and Engineering is third.
“We are trying to engage
all the students,” Sutton said.
“Every discipline is eligible for
a project, every student on this
campus is eligible for a project.”
Individuals who want to be
involved in research or other
projects can go to the URSA office
at 301 Bunnell, contact Sutton or
Pendleton through email or just
check out the URSA website. Here
Sutton and Pendleton work toward
discovering what piques students’
interest, what they should do to
explore those interests and who they
can work with for their research.
Once they identify what interests
the student has and who the student’s
mentor will be, the student will write
a proposal to fund their project.
They can also write a proposal to
get funding for travel to conferences
to present their work. There are five
funding cycles throughout the year.
If students don’t know how to
develop a proposal they can visit the
URSA office and see examples of
previous proposals and get help with
any part of the proposal process.
“This is one of the highlights of
what [students] do here at UAF,”
Sutton said. “It really augments the
learning experience for students. It
engages them in a way that sitting in
a classroom doesn’t do necessarily.”
URSA also does Innovative
Technology and Education awards for
students or faculty to gain experience
through the application of technology.
Students can receive only
one project award and one travel

award per academic year. This is
a new policy with the goal to get
more students to be able to receive
URSA awards, according to Sutton.
All of the students who receive
funding from URSA will do
poster presentations during UAF
Research Day, which celebrates
undergraduate research at UAF.
Every student application is
reviewed by four UAF faculty who are
a part of the URSA Review Board.
The members of the Review Board
from all across UAF and any faculty
member is eligible to participate.
Every year about 160 students
obtain benefit from URSA and there
is a trend toward more students using
URSA, according to Sutton. Upwards
of $300 thousand is given out to
students who have a plan to create
opportunities to develop, conduct and
present undergraduate research. The
amount of funds available for research
has also been increasing slightly
over the years, according to Sutton.
Every year scientists at UAF
receive money to conduct research
and some of this income goes to
funding URSA to support the
next generation of researchers.
URSA has been a resource
for students since July 1, 2011.
“URSA is open to every student,
in any discipline, in any year, at
any of the UAF campuses, so rural
students are eligible, you don’t
have to be an honors student, you
don’t have to have straight A’s,”
Pendleton said. “You just have to
be interesting in tackling a project.”

“What do we think about this?
Anyone?”
T he professor, chipper
despite her graying hair, looked
from student to student. It was
an inelegant lecture, sure (we
were reading an article from the
classroom projector) but the topic
was contentious, a good basis for a
lively debate.
You wouldn’t know it from the
students’ reactions. My classmates’
faces were blank, either staring
forward or looking down at their
desks. A few lines were halfheartedly muttered, and little else
was offered. I did my best to hold
back, to offer my fellow students
the opportunity to contribute, to no
avail. Ultimately, I was one of two
people to consistently speak up in a
class of about twelve people.
This might seem like a
description of a core requirement
course, filled to the brim with doeeyed, easily-startled freshmen. It’s
not – the class I’m describing is
upper-division journalism, not one
many folks sign up for accidentally
or flippantly. What’s more is it’s
an oral intensive course, explicitly
requiring more discussion and
speaking than average.
The cost of education is a
common concern among our
generation, and many of us
leave school saddled with tens
of thousands of dollars in debt
that’s uniquely difficult to shed.
Yet despite this it seems that many
students can’t be bothered to
engage in their courses, opting to
space out during their (admittedly
dry) general requirements. On
some level I can’t blame my fellow
millenials for this disinterest –
indeed, the science courses required
for my degree have me both livid
and languid. But as far as I’m
concerned the money’s already
spent, so I may as well try to get
something out of every course.
As a culture, we obsess over so
many expenditures. We compare
the particulars of smartphones for
weeks, weigh the virtues of cars
ad nauseum and even agonize for
minutes over restaurant menus.
More than anything, we want to
make the best purchase possible
and to savor every cent’s worth after
committing. Why should education
be any different?
If you’ve decided that an
education is the best thing for you
right now (and it isn’t for everyone, I
was absolutely not committed when
I first started here), then show it. Be
engaged, be enthusiastic, speak up.
Unlike the classes themselves, being
bored is not required.
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‘Nook on the Street

Recently, potential cuts were announced which could lead to the elimination of athletics at UAF this would include
hockey, rifle and possibly other teams. This week, we asked students: what do you think about this?

Ivan Kvapilo, Sophomore, English

“I think it is really bad that athletics of all things
is being possibly cut. Not only is it something
that in some ways defines a college and is vital to
the money that comes into a college but is also
a great bonding experience not just for people
on the college but people outside of the college.
Like when I was little me and my dad used to
go to Nanook games every week. It was a way
we bonded with each other and the lack of that
opportunity is a tragic loss if it does go through.”

John Oulton, Junior, Justice

“I don’t agree with the cuts. I think [campus
athletics] keep a student body involved with
the UAF community. Whenever we are in the
bleachers or just spectators, it brings us all
together.”

Rodney Carpouk, Sophomore, Biological Science

Phillip Glowa, Senior, Foreign Languages

“For me personally, I don’t agree with the cuts at
all because sports and recreation is an excellent
way for UAF students and UAF related people to
enjoy themselves. I think it would be a big loss.
There are lots of fans out there that love all sorts
of UAF sports and recreational activities so I
think there would be a lot of people who would
be upset, myself included. I really enjoy going
to a basketball game or hockey game and I have
even gone to a few rifle matches.

“I’m actually surprised to hear that athletics is
getting under the knife because a lot of liberal
arts focuses or departments have already gotten
cut or consolidated. I think that it’s a dumb
strategy for UA to try and save money by doing
this death by a thousand cuts because strategy
when there is bloated management throughout
the UA system, with ten vice presidents, and
assistants to vice presidents and they are all paidwho knows- big figure salaries. So why get rid of
small things that matter to a lot of people when
you could get rid of huge overpaid positions that
don’t matter to anyone- that’s what I feel.”

Hannah Gram, UAF Community

Sarah Anderson, Freshman, Music

“It seems like a lot of people up here like hockey
so I think it would be cool if they kept it.”

This week’s ‘Nook on the street was compiled by Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor and
Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Naturally Perspiring

“I’m not really sure, I don’t know a ton about it so
I don’t have a lot to say but I just started working
at the ice rink and its really cool watching all the
hockey players practice and they really like it- I
think it would be cool if they could keep doing
what they love.”

By Mason Schoemaker

Sun Star Picks: UAF and community events
The Sun Star Picks calendar is compiled weekly based on the choices of the editorial staff.

Tuesday / 6
Are you a business student or interested
in getting to know more about the
Associated Students of Business
Club? ASB is having their first
general meeting from 1 - 2 p.m.
in Bunnell, Room 313. Everyone is
welcome, they will be discussing future
club leadership, organizing workshops/
speakers, FCA concerts and the National
Millennial Community.
- Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

Wednesday / 7
Attend a SWEET lecture! SWEET
is a student organization, and stands
for Students Who Enjoy Economic
Thinking. At this lecture, Foundation
for Economic Education president
Lawrence Reed will be speaking.

The lecture takes place from 10:30-11:30
a.m. in the Schaible Auditorium.
- Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Thursday / 8
North Star Ballet is hosting a Beginning
Ballet Workshop at 1800 College
Road, starting at 7 p.m. The fee is
$160, but it’s for weekly classes until
October 27. I practiced ballet for a few
years and actually enjoyed it quite a bit,
although for my age at the time it was
mostly waving scarves around. Lucky
for dance enthusiasts, this class is for
beginning level adults. If you’re a little
bored this semester and have the cash,
this could be a great way to occupy your
time and let you get out all the pent
up energy winter is sure to bring.
- Kyrie Long / Copy Editor

Friday / 9

Sunday / 11

There will be beer tasting at the
Pub at 9 p.m. Personally, I have a strong
dislike of this yeast-poop drink, but maybe
this will be the opportunity to sample some
different kinds and discover whatever beer
I dislike the least. There will also be
trivia!

Interested in being an active patron of
the literary arts in the community? Visit
the Fairbanks Arts Association’s
Bear Gallery in Pioneer Park for the
community writer’s group meeting
at 1 p.m.

- Molly Putman / Layout Editor

Saturday / 10
See 30,000 year old ice, real
mammoth bones and learn about
what happens when permafrost
thaws from a permafrost expert at
the Morris Thompson Cultural &
Visitors Center from 10 a.m. - 2
p.m.
- Josh Hartman / Staff Writer

- Megan Moon / Staff Writer

Monday / 12
Are you ready for some FOOTBALL? I’m
not, honestly; Monday Night Football
this week features Pittsburgh
against Washington DC, and San
Francisco against Los Angeles. None
of these teams are my beloved Seahawks
but that being said, having a couple beers
at the Pub is never a bad time. The Pub
opens at 4:30 p.m.
- Spencer Tordoff / Editor-in-Chief
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ADVERTISING

September 6, 2016

You are invited to

This Sunday

Worship Services: 9:15am & 11:00am
At 1310 Farmers Loop Rd.

Pick Up at the Upper Wood Center Bus Stop at

9am & 10:45am

flyravn.com

Ravn Alaska FlyAway Rewards
Start the school year off right with 10 FREE
FlyAway Rewards Points from Ravn Alaska*

& Drop offs after each service

Questions? Visit our Website: www.bethelchurchak.org or call: 479-4380

Attention Faculty & Staff!!
UAF Approved Printer

Alaska Digital Printing
For ALL your Print needs…
Books-Booklets-Handouts-Banners-Signs,
Posters-Banner Stands and More.

Quick Same-Day Turnaround

Special UAF discounted pricing
Free Pickup & Delivery!!!

452-8141
www.akdigiprint.com

If I got some
skates, I’d be
a roller bear

Reservations: (800) 866-8394
*Available to enrolled UAA and UAF students
and staff with a valid .edu email address. Offer
available though 9/15/2016. Register in person
or call Ravn Alaska reservations to sign-up today!

The Sun Star is
seeking dedicated

photographers!
Meet us on
Sundays at 1
p.m. in 305
Constitution
Hall for more
info!
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editor@uafsunstar

